
 
WA YING COLLEGE 

General Assembly 

First Student-Teacher Council 

 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the First Student-Teacher Council will be held on 27 January 2022 at 

16:30 via Zoom. 

AGENDA 

 

1 Opening exercise  

1.1 Recognition of Guests 

2 Adoption of Agenda 

3 Discussion 

3.1 Message Delivery Service (Ref. GA21-05) 

3.2 Online Broadcast and Assembly (Ref. GA21-12) 

3.3 Timetable (Ref. GA21-13) 

3.4 50th Anniversary Hoodies (Ref. GA20-01(1)) 

3.5 Colour of Socks (Ref. GA20-02(5)) 

3.6 BYOD (Ref. GA20-07) 

3.7 Winter Uniform (Girls) (Ref. GA20-02(2)) 

3.8 Going Upstairs Earlier than 07:30 (Ref. GA21-18) 

4 Discussion Initiated by School 

4.1 Recent Renovation in Campus 

5 A.O.B.  

6 Date, Time, and Place for Next Meeting 

7 Adjournment 

 

Ho Natalie  

Secretary of General Assembly 

27 January 2022  



For the discussion details, please refer to the meeting minutes of 1st Student Council, 2021-2022 (titled: SC Meeting Minutes) 

 

❖ GA21-05 Message delivery service 

➢ Background 

Some students are concerned about causing inconvenience on message delivering 

service in the staff room, and classmates are always standing outside, which causes 

blocking outside. 

➢ Opinions reflected in Student Council 

- The current online teaching mode would decrease the urgency of this issue 

- The aera outside office is sometimes blocked 

- Helpers may now find difficulty in giving the notice back to students if the teachers are 

not in their seats 

- Possible solution: having a light bulb on every teacher’s desk and would be turned on 

when students would like to see that teacher 

➢ Discussion Items 

- Necessity, feasibility, and possible cost of the ‘light bulb’ system 

 Teachers may be focusing on their work and not aware of the light bulb 

 Audio announcement may be disturbing and annoying 

- Regulation about students to go to the hall when the paper slip was passed to helper 

❖ GA21-12 Online broadcast and Assembly 

➢ Background 

Students suggested that going to the covered playground for online broadcasts is too 

tiring and unnecessary as it doesn't make a difference to watch in their classrooms.  

Also, the Wi-Fi network in the covered playground is so poor that students often get 

disconnected and it takes a long time to fix, students may easily miss important 

information. 

  



➢ Opinions reflected in Student Council 

- The network connection problem in both covered playground and classrooms requires at 

most attention as it greatly affects the watching experience 

- Covered playground provides a better atmosphere as an assembly 

- Going to covered playground is unnecessary due to the similar watching experience to 

those in classrooms and it is tiring to go down 

- Possible solution: replacing Zoom with YouTube Live 

➢ Discussion Items 

- The possibility and feasibility of holding assemblies through YouTube Live 

 Assemblies usually do not require responses from students watching online 

 Such a unidirectional output would be enough  

 Avoiding disturbance e.g., turning on the microphone unconsciously 

- If the network connection problem still exists, students would go to covered playground 

or stay in classrooms for assemblies 

 Going to covered playground is a rather long journey for students from 4/F or 5/F 

 The watching experience is rather similar 

❖ GA21-13 Timetable 

➢ Background 

School is now collecting students’ opinion over the issue. Please refer to related 

document (Questionnaire Report) for more information. 

➢ Opinions reflected in Student Council 

- The duration of one lesson in the morning is, according to some students, a bit too long, 

while the duration of SDL period is too short for teaching 

- The duration of lunchtime is fitting the need of senior form students, while it may be too 

long for junior form students 

- Possible solution: having flexible lunchtime arrangement 

- Possible solution: having double lessons when needed, especially for senior form Science 

classes 

➢ Discussion Items 

- The necessity and possibility of having flexible arrangement of lunchtime 

 Junior students may not need such a long lunchtime, this may be a waste of time to 

them 

 Senior students need the long lunchtime for meetings, doing homework, etc. 

- Having double lessons for senior form science students 

 Senior form science students need to do experiments that may last for more than 50 

minutes 

 Increasing duration of every lesson may not be necessary to all  



❖ GA21-14 50th Anniversary Hoodie  

➢ Background 

Our school has designed a hoodie as the souvenir for the 50th anniversary of school 

which is allowed to be worn on PE lessons or any special event as a PE uniform. 

However, students are not allowed to wear the hoodie as a jacket or a daily uniform. 

➢ Opinions reflected in Student Council 

- Hoodies may affect the consistency of school uniform 

- Hoodies are warmer 

➢ Discussion Items 

- How to balance the consistency of school uniform and the need of students, i.e., the 

higher warmth retention ability  

❖ GA20-02(5) Socks’ colour for uniform and PE lessons 

➢ Background 

Sports team reflected that wearing white socks stipulated by school is uncomfortable 

and inconvenient. As the white socks stipulated by school are not easy to buy, it will 

cause inconvenience when students are trying to buy them. Also, the possibility of 

students getting injured will be increased as those socks which are not fully made by 

wool, are not wearable and comfortable when doing sports. 

➢ Opinions reflected in Student Council 

- A comparative atmosphere may be brought to school  

- Socks sold by sports brands are more protective when doing sports due to their thickness 

and materials 

➢ Discussion Items 

- Consistency and comparison between schoolmates 

- Protectiveness  

❖ GA20-07 BYOD 

➢ Background  

BYOD has been implemented for half a year, more than 300 students have participated 

in the school’s BYOD scheme and used iPads in classes at school. 

The school have adopted some changes to the BYOD regulations. 

➢ Opinions reflected in Student Council 

- The improper uses of iPad are noticed, e.g., students may play games in campus 

- The all-day limitation on entertainment decreases the value of iPad 

- Some difficulties brought by MDM are concerned, e.g., the updates and uninstallations of 

software  



➢ Discussion Items 

- Whether the limitation on entertainment would be changed from all-day to 8am-16pm 

- Some inconvenience caused by MDM for academic purposes 

❖ GA20-02(2) Winter Uniform 

➢ Background  

The current winter skirts have one-sided pocket, which may bring inconvenience for 

students to put their stuffs in, e.g., the temporary placement of wallet 

➢ Opinions reflected in Student Council 

- One more pocket could be added 

➢ Discussion Items 

- The need to add one more pocket to winter uniform (girls) 

- The process of changing the design of winter uniform is rather complicated 

❖ GA21-18 Going upstairs earlier than 07:30 

➢ Background  

Students could only go upstairs after 07:30.  

➢ Opinions reflected in Student Council 

- Students are allowed to go upstairs in exam period 

- Many students gather in self-study room before 07:30 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


